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Disclaimer
This report is issued to enhance the local underwater hunters experience with the hope
that it will make your water time more productive. It is not the intent of this report to
infringe on anyone’s privacy or compromise favorite hunting spots. I attempt to
disseminate fairly general information, which I hope will help make your ocean experience
more enjoyable.
The sport of underwater hunting and or fishing can be dangerous and can cause injury
and/or death. Although these reports emphasize safety while fishing or hunting, no
person should rely on this information for his or her own safety. It is each individual
personally responsibility to fish and/or hunt safely.
The information contained in this report is designed as a reference and is not designed to
be a substitute for formal training and or instruction by a qualified instructor or
institution. Misunderstanding any information or strategies outlined in this report may
result in serious injury and/or death and not the responsibility of the author. Each
underwater hunter or fisherman is responsible for exercising sound judgment when
making decisions about their own abilities and limitations relating to underwater hunting
and or fishing.
The author provides no guarantees or warranties, expressed or implied. The information
contained in this report is accurate and or correct to the best of the author’s knowledge.
You agree to assume all responsibilities and risk for all related activities and outcomes
while using any of the strategies and or information contained in this report. You and your
heirs agree to release the author and his estate from all liability now and forever for
information contained herein.
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1.

Photo of the Month
Title:
Photo by:
Description:

Magnificently Beautiful Gulf Grouper
Dr. Mark Steele
This is a very large and now becoming rare Gulf Grouper

Is this what you dream about???????
It takes incredible skill and perhaps years of patience to capture an image of an animal of
this incredibly size and remarkably high quality
Please! Email PHOTOS and STORIES to skiphellen@earthlink.net
Photos are needed, underwater action photos of our favorite game fish and unusual specimens
are best. It takes tremendous hunting skill to properly photograph our marine neighbors. A
photo can last a lifetime for all to enjoy. Please send some photos and stories to the address
below.
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2.

Web Links of the Month

http://www.mbayaq.org/efc/efc_hp/hp_obw_cam.asp
Live camera of the Monterey Bay open ocean waters Aquarium
See, fast-swimming schools of giant bluefin tuna, bonito, California barracuda, sea
turtles and hammerhead sharks swim past on your computer screen. This Outer Bay
tank holds more than a million gallons of seawater, more than all of our other
exhibits combined. Monterey Aquarium just released a Great White Shark to the
wild which lived in this tank for several months and gained more than 100 lbs.

http://www.underwaterhunters.com/photos/
The above link is to the underwaterhunters.com/photo page. I have added many
great new photos I’m sure you will enjoy. Browse around the site many new features
have been added recently. Please feel free to send any photos you would like to
share with the rest of us and I find a place on the site.
Underwaterhunters.com is still under heavy construction but steady progress is being
made. I hope you enjoy the site and look forward to your constructive input.

http://www.landbigfish.com/watertemps/watertemperatures.cfm?ID=4
The above link has Terrafins Southern California surface water temperatures free.
Watching the water temperatures is very important especially during the transition
times of year around spring and fall.
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3.

Catch of the Month

67 lb. WSB
This is proof the monster WSB are in. Congratulations! Brian for your personal best 67 lbs.
White Sea Bass, this is truly a career moment catch.
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Photo by:
Catch / Story By:
Story Title:
Description:
Spot:

Nate Baker
Brian Webb
From the Outhouse To The Penthouse
67 lbs. White Sea Bass
Supper Secret Hot Spot!!!!!

For weeks the croaks were loud and seemed to be coming from every direction. The problem
was the visibility was so abysmal that at times it was hard to see the end of our guns. Our
dives were often accompanied by the sound of booming tails as the fish scattered into the
brown haze. Day after day my wife and kids asked the same two delicate questions. Why are
you diving so much and why is the freezer still empty?
Finally it happened. A fish was landed. Nate Baker, Bill McIntyre and I went for an
afternoon dive at Catalina. Within 15 minutes Nate shot a beautiful 39lb. White Sea Bass.
When this fish hit the deck, we were all smiles and sincerely happy for our dear friend. Two
days latter Nate and I went out with the same results. This time the fish weighed 36 lbs.
While still happy, my smile wasn’t quite as big. Score: Nate 2, Brian 0.
That Saturday with ego in check and a full tank of gas it was back off to Catalina. We dove
the backside from Church Rock to West Cove. About noon I came back to the boat to get
some water and was greeted by yet another big dead fish, this time 35lbs. Nate was really
beginning to piss me off. Score: Nate 3, Brian 0. My inner child was coming out and that kid
wanted a fish and wanted it now. I was dreading the walk of shame I knew I had ahead of
me. When I got home I knew I had to tell the family unit we weren’t having fish that night.
Meanwhile the Bakers were having a fish fry for half of Laguna Beach. My wife and kids
never actually said anything that night but I couldn’t help notice them staring at the big L on
my forehead.
There are times when persistence pays off and Sunday was one of those days. I went for a
late afternoon dive and anchored up around 4:00 p.m. The kelp was down and the current
was up. The normally off color of the water was now an unbelievable electric blue. The birds
were working the area. I was the only diver and the only boat in sight. With unbridled
enthusiasm I threw on my gear and got in the water. The area was absolutely alive. The
visibility was between 35 and 40 feet and the baitfish were everywhere. Schools of
anchovies, sardines and mackerel kept a close watch on the Barracuda as they swam by.
Within a few minutes I saw about a 40 lb. White Sea Bass in about 30 feet of water. Soon
after another swam by at the same depth, and then another. Despite the frustrating week of
diving I had, I literally had no desire to shoot a fish. I just wanted to be witness to this
incredible beauty. The visibility was so good that the fish could see me and were quick to
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leave if I made any threatening gestures. After an hour of absorbing this incredible sight I
remembered the freezer was still empty and decided it was time to fill it up.
The kelp was laid over and was down about fifteen feet. By lying on top of the kelp and
holding on I could both hide myself and keep the current from blowing me off my spot. I
was definitely in a lane and fish would pass by going both directions at varied depths. After
a few dives, as I lay in the kelp a school of 15 to 20 big dogs came by. I was literally in awe
when one broke ranks and came within 10 feet of me. I slowly positioned myself and shot.
The shot was well placed and I was sure I stoned him. Three seconds latter I was sure I had
not. As he ran I became acutely aware he was pretty darn powerful and he was about to
spool me. Putting on the brakes he finally wrapped in kelp on the bottom.
After a 45-minute retrieval process I was exhausted. The current had really picked up and
the visibility was quickly shutting down. When I got home that fish got weighed more times
than a teenage girl weighs herself before the prom 67 lbs. and my personnel best. I was
fortunate to have hit a window of opportunity when all conditions were in perfect harmony.
Having had a fairly discouraging week of diving I can honestly say this was a great way to
end an otherwise frustrating 7 days. For me this was one of those times when persistence
really paid off.
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4.

Story of the Month “A SPLENDID GALE" (Brad Moungeau)

Late fall in 1991 I anchored off the quarry at the East end of Catalina for the night. This is
a tricky anchorage because you have to set up on a small plateau situated on a steep slope.
Night fell as a typical fall evening, still and quiet. Around midnight I noticed telltale flashes
of lightening on the distant southern horizon. I listened to the radio and there was no
mention of imminent weather, so I fell back to sleep. Somewhere around 4 am I was awoken
by a very sharp swell. I could still see the lightening but could hear no thunder, the sky was
clear and the wind was calm. I was coming off of a 2 day trip and was to head home later in
the morning anyway, so I stowed the gear and headed back across the channel. Just after
sun up and about 7 miles off the island I felt the first blast of wind at my back as the cusp
of the wind and seas over took the skiff. Within minutes I find myself surfing down 6-8ft
seas with a 40 or 50kt southeasterly wind at my back.
Severe following seas are to be avoided if at all possible, so I turn the good skiff around to
make my way back to the island for shelter. The good skiff has a tiller so there is no console
to protect from the wind and spray. Every time the bow touches, spray would explode over
the boat. Within minutes my cloths are saturated and I am wet to the skin, standing in 3 or 4
inches of sloshing water. The wind driven spray was so intense that I couldn't breathe from
my nose and my eyes and face stung too much to even look in the direction that I was to
head.
The sky was clear and I was able to get an occasional glimpse of the silhouette of the island
which helped greatly with the navigation. As I pressed on it was getting increasingly difficult
to hold the tiller and articulate the throttle which was critical to controlling the boat in
these conditions. I was shaking uncontrollably form the onset of mild hypothermia and had to
get out of the wet clothing. I knew that when I let go of the tiller the bow would swing from
the wind; but how would she take the seas from the transom? I had no choice but to find
out.
I shifted the engine into neutral and turned off the ignition. The transom went straight into
the seas and she went up and over each swell with no problem. I switched on the bilge pump
and frantically bailed with the bucket for a few minutes. After most of the water was out of
the boat, I took off the wet clothes and put on the wetsuit. Better! I start the engine and
proceed but I am still blinded by the spray. I stop once again and put on the mask and
snorkel. Much better! I have a 2,000 GPH bilge pump to protect the nights at anchor, but
when underway the water rushes to the back of the boat and is unavailable to the pump. I
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make note of it as I press on. Suddenly a Coast Guard helicopter appears and hovers directly
above, diver in full regalia standing in the door. I was very relieved to see them! I know that
this sneaky bastard easterly had caught everyone by surprise. I quickly give him the
semaphore signal for 'all is OK.' Luckily for me, it was the only one I knew. He waves in
acknowledgment and they quickly moved off.
My body is much warmer with the wetsuit on so I focus on avoiding the cresting portion of
the waves ahead. The routine is established and I am maintaining fine now. I Power up the
face, cut the throttle just as the bow reaches the peak so it gently 'drops' down the back of
the wave, power thru the trough and up the next face, wave after wave. A large commercial
vessel that I had seen earlier on the horizon graciously comes over to check on me. I pat my
heart and wave to them; they wave back and move on. I relish the intensity of this moment!
It is a rare occasion when the seas grant you such a splendid ordeal of mind and senses.
When the wind blows, it shrinks your world, draws you into yourself, another chance
encounter between man and soul.
This day we meet again under crystal clear skies and roaring seas! Hello old friend, how you
comfort me... But this won't last, I know that later I will be safely at home and this moment
will be irretrievable, but for the memory. I look at these hands for a long moment, and then
I press on. As I make slow and steady progress toward the island, I see baitfish everywhere.
The boat scares them out of the water and the wind is so strong that it rolls them across
the surface before they disappear. That is very amusing for some reason. Three and a half
hours and 7 miles later, I reach Avalon. I see a number of people along the jetty and the
dock up ahead. I wave to them as I enter the harbor. Big lump in my throat as I see many
caring arms wave back. The Harbor Patrol boat edges out to meet me and asks if everything
is OK. I tell him that I am fine and he directs me to a buoy. Somewhat embarrassed, I have
to ask how to tie up. I change into dry cloths, tend to the boat and nap for a couple of hours.
When I awake, the event is over and the winds are calm. I make the run back across the
channel.
Later that night as I sit in the living room, cat purring in my lap and a cup of fine rum in
hand, I am maudlin. For a few precious hours there was a respite from the mundane comforts
and trivialities of day to day existence. Life was rich! Full of the reality and bigness that
connects your heart and soul straight to the earth we live on. Fate granted yet another
opportunity to live and dwell in the realm of stark survival on the beautiful ocean that I love
so much. There is nothing like the feeling of utter security on a tumultuous sea ... and I miss
it so.
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To experience some of Brads other adventures visit his web site at the address below;
http://www.loveofsea.com/
Drop in for a visit enjoy a journey with me and the sea
Brad Moungeau
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Where are the fish??

The above chart appears on the web site below. This chart indicates where the fishermen
are having some success. This chart shows San Clemente Island with Catalina Island in
the middle, LA harbor at the top middle and the PV peninsula on the top left.
http://www.pacificedgetackle.com/fishreport.aspx
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5.

Underwater Hunters Report

The early game fish season is developing very nicely with many great reports coming in.
Surface water temperatures are warming and White Sea Bass are showing in force from San
Diego to Santa Rosa Island. Hook and line fishermen are having great success in a variety of
locations on WSB with a nice Santa Rosa island bite in deep brown/green 51-53 degree
water. Not the kind of conditions underwater hunters find inviting.
Underwater hunters are catching quality WSB in many areas with several landed over 60 lb.
Yellowtails are showing in numbers in the warmer waters with a few larger fish mixed in.
Albacore have made an early season appearance as close a 50 miles off Pt. Loma but with
little consistency. Many of these fish are 3-5 lbs. with a few 15-25 lb. grade fish mixed in.
The latest reports indicate Cortez bank has lost its kelp cover with water warming to around
60 degrees and some smaller Yellowtails sighted. Santa Barbara Island has recovered some
of its famous kelp forests in the MLPA closure area off the northeast quadrant and the area
off the northwest quadrant. Both these areas were very robust ecosystems in the past and it is
great to see the kelp return. Of course photography and sightseeing is still allowed in the
new MLPA closure.
Marine weather has been good in general for spring but the sharp water temperature drop a
few weeks ago is still affecting the northern waters.
Overall things are looking very positive for a great game fish season coming up.
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6.

Water Temperature

One of the most important factors of fish behavior is water temperature. It’s important
to monitor not only the temperature but the temperature trend. Up trends usually
promote fish activity and cooling tends usually promote fish inactivity. Keep these
trend rules in mind when trying to predict fish patterns and activities.

Local Coast;
South of San Diego to North of Pt Conception;
As you can see the temperatures are around 59-62 degrees along the south coast with
some temperatures as low as 50 degrees at Point Conception.
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Islands;
Northern Channel Islands;
Some 60-62 degree water has moved up to the southeast end of Santa Cruz Island.
However most of the Channel Islands are still less than 60 degrees.
Santa Barbara Island;
SBI had some 60+ degree water a month ago but has not totally recovered from the
spike down a few weeks ago. However it has warm water all around and should come
around in the next week or so.
Catalina & San Clemente Island;
Temperatures are running 60-64 degrees all around Catalina now.
SCI has water temperatures over 60 degrees around most of the island with a small area
just under 60 degrees on the back side mid island.

Off shore Islands and banks;
San Nicholas Island;
SNI is still locked into winter water temperatures in the mid to upper 50”s. SNI usually
doesn’t support game fish until late summer or early fall from August to November.
Cortez/Tanner Bank;
Water temperature are starting to warm at both banks to around 60 or degrees. I just
received a report that all the kelp at Cortez bank has vanished. No kelp conditions will
make successful underwater hunting at Cortez bank much more difficult this year.
General water temperature overview;
Water temperatures are warming nicely in the southern area and expanding north daily,
if this trend continues more game fish should move into the area and be more accessible
for the summer months.
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7.

Hunting Hints of the Month

Hunting WSB in Murky Water
When the water is murky and the visibility is limited, WSB tend to be very sensitive
and much harder to approach. It is very important to understand the following facts
when hunting WSB in limited visibility.
1. WSB rely of lateral line feel rather than their vision when in limited visibility
conditions.
2. Smooth swimming and diving with no incongruent motions or noises are critically
important to be successful when hunting in these conditions.
It’s important to understand your movements set off pressure waves which are felt by
WSB and could be interpreted as danger. These movements can fend fish away and
keep you from even seeing them. Through trial and error over many years I have
developed the following techniques which I have found to be most effective in this
shallow, milk water, limited visibility conditions.
1. Weight yourself heavy so you can swim with your fins below the surface and
dive/glide down landing on the bottom with the least amount of movement.
2. Swim very carefully on the surface limiting fin splash.
3. Navigate into the right position on the surface.
4. Prepare for long bottom time by taking long slow breathes.
5. Dive straight to the bottom.
6. Keep your movement to the minimum to avoid potentially offending pressure
waves.
7. Once you get positioned properly on the bottom, start croaking while remaining
motionless.
If you properly execute all the above techniques and have the necessary bottom time,
WSB will begin to come to you investigate your croaking. Success may well depend
on not violating any of the above techniques. It may be necessary to tweak the above
techniques until you identify the proper hunting strategy for you situation and location
you are hunting at the time.
Understand the above information; develop your own hunting strategies and good luck
hunting the big WSB.
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8.

Tides & Currents

Half moons tide cycles (images below) tend to be the best tides for producing less current.
Look at the following tide days / tables for favorable underwater hunting tide/current
conditions for hunting species like White Seabass;
Remember different species favor different current conditions so not all tide cycles and
currents conditions are desirable for all species.
Grunion runs are predicted to be from May 10th – 13th and the 25th – 28th. Reference the
following web site for future Grunion runs; http://www.dfg.ca.gov/mrd/gruschd.html#runs

May 15th through May 17th

May 29th through May 31st
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Arizona River Tournament (Terry Lentz)

Congratulations!! Brandon Does It Again
Young spearfishermen dominated Mike McGuire’s and Twin Finn's Underwater
Spearfishing Tournament at Willow Beach Arizona on April 23.
Southern California's Brandon Wahler and Central California's Harold Gibson blew away
their competitors with meet record 301 point catches. Brandon beat Harold with 301.48
points to 301.40 points (scoring one point per pound and one point per fish). Harold set a
record of 70 carp taken to Brandon’s 66 Carp.
Brandon used a seven mil Picasso wet suit and was pulling in water to cool himself
throughout the meet.
He believes a 90 cm single rubber Euro gun delivers the right balance of power and effective
range.
According to his Suunto Mosquito dive monitor his maximum depth dove was thirty two
feet and maximum length of dive was forty five seconds. Brandon said "It's all shallow
water, you see the fish from the surface and dive on them, and you really have to hustle to
beat the competition."
The next tournament at Willow Beach is scheduled for around November 5th. Willow Beach
is a beautiful place to dive, lots of fish, and it is VERY tough to win this event, especially
against quality divers like Wahlers, McGuire and Gibson.
Terry Lentz

Mike Mcguire & (winner) Brandon Wahler
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9.

Science (How many large Baja Gulf Grouper remain?????)

Photos by Dr. Mark Steele

Monster Gulf Grouper Showing Off

Three Large Gulf Grouper
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These magnificent creatures were photographed by Dr. Mark Steele. The Gulf Grouper in
the photos above are very large, still alive and well surviving in a secret spots in the Sea of
Cortez.
Unfortunately most of them have been harvested by a number of user groups and an
undetermined few still remain the million dollar question is how many remain? Is this once
abundant population still in good shape or are their numbers in serious jeopardy. One fact is
clear they are not as prevalent in most of the old spots. I searched for weeks last year look in
all the old grouper grounds down to a depth of over 60+’ and found a veritable grouper
desert with none of these animals to be found. Fortunately there are a few remaining areas
where these magnificent animals still remain. Fortunately they seem to be moving around
and not always home which adds to there ability to survive. It also leaves up to speculation
how many remain in these areas.
It is my hope that these few remaining fish will remain and there populations will begin to
increase again.
A special goes to Dr. Mark Steele for sharing his wonderful photos of our long lived and
healthy Baja marine neighbors. His images are all-star quality indeed.

***** Please send photos / stories *****
Underwater photos are especially nice
If you have any ideas or want to add anything to this report please contact me at
714-969-1681 or skiphellen@earthlink.net
I will keep your information as confidential as you wish
I would like to extend a special thanks to Anthony Funeciello for helping me develop
this new report format. It looks much more professional and easier to read.

Be safe, good luck and good hunting

The key is to be with the sea

Skip Hellen
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